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ABSTRACT

About the driven mechanisms of the quasi-periodic fast-propagating (QFP) wave trains, there exist two dom-
inant competing physical explanations: associated with the flaring energy release or attributed to the waveguide
dispersion. Employing Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO)/Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) 171 Å im-
ages, we investigated a series of QFP wave trains composed of multiple wavefronts propagating along a loop
system during the accompanying flare on 2011 November 11. The wave trains showed a high correlation in start
time with the energy release of the accompanying flare. Measurements show that the wave trains’ phase speed
is almost consistent with its group speed with a value of about 1000 km s−1, indicating that the wave trains
should not be dispersed waves. The period of the wave trains was the same as that of the oscillatory signal in
X-ray emissions released by the flare. Thus we propose that the QFP wave trains were most likely triggered by
the flare rather than by dispersion. We investigated the seismological application with the QFP waves and then
obtained that the magnetic field strength of the waveguide was about 10 Gauss. Meanwhile, we also estimated
that the energy flux of the wave trains was about 1.2 × 105 erg · cm−2s−1.

Keywords: Solar coronal waves(1995) — Alfvén waves (23) — Solar corona (1483)

1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) wave theory in structured plasmas was formulated in the 1970s and 1980s (e.g., Zajtsev &
Stepanov 1975; Roberts 1981). Over the past decades, modern observation instruments have captured various MHD wave modes
(see review by Nakariakov & Verwichte 2005; Nakariakov & Kolotkov 2020; Van Doorsselaere et al. 2020), such as standing fast
kink waves (e.g., Aschwanden et al. 1999; Nakariakov et al. 1999; Nakariakov & Ofman 2002; Ofman & Wang 2008), global
extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) waves (e.g., Chen et al. 2002, 2005; Chen 2011; Cheng et al. 2012a; Shen & Liu 2012a; Li et al. 2012;
Guo et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2019; Hu et al. 2019; Shen et al. 2020; Zheng et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2020; Zheng et al. 2022; Zhang
et al. 2022; Chen 2022), and trapped fast sausage waves (e.g., Nakariakov et al. 2003; Inglis et al. 2009; Li et al. 2020), providing
detailed study conditions. In addition to playing an important role in coronal heating, the measured parameters of the MHD
waves provide a condition for diagnosing coronal physical parameters that are hard to measure directly, such as the magnetic
field strength (Nakariakov & Ofman 2001; Shen et al. 2014; Long et al. 2019; Nakariakov & Kolotkov 2020; Yang et al. 2020;
Long et al. 2021; Miao et al. 2021) through seismological diagnostics first proposed by Uchida (1970) and Roberts et al. (1984).

Recently, the narrow QFP magnetosonic wave trains1 were observed propagating along the funnel-shaped loop with a speed
of 1000 – 2000 km s−1 (Liu et al. 2011; Shen & Liu 2012b) with AIA (Lemen et al. 2012) telescope onboard SDO (Pesnell et al.
2012). It should be noted that their speed may be higher, as they usually take the projected velocity in the plane of sky. Compared
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1 According to the classification by Shen et al. (2022b), the QFP wave trains could be divided into two distinct categories, namely, broad and narrow QFP wave
trains, based on different physical characteristics, such as observation waveband, propagation direction, angular width, intensity, and amplitude. The wave trains
in the current study belong to the narrow QFP wave train.
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with the broad QFP wave trains, the narrow QFP wave trains usually exhibit multiple successive arc-shape with a small angle
extent of 10◦ – 60◦ and a weak amplitude intensity of 1% – 5% (Shen et al. 2020, 2022b).

Since the initial discovery of the narrow QFP wave trains, many observational and simulation studies have been performed
to investigate their triggering mechanisms and physical nature. These wave trains were well reproduced and identified as fast-
mode magnetosonic waves by Ofman et al. (2011), using a three-dimensional MHD model of a bipolar active region structure.
Generally, there are several prominent opinions on their generation mechanisms. In the first case, it is considered that the
formation of a QFP wave train is due to the dispersive evolution of an impulsive broadband perturbation, and their period
is determined by the physical parameters of the waveguide and its surrounding environment (Roberts et al. 1983; Nakariakov
et al. 2004; Shen et al. 2018c). In the second case, they are believed to be triggered by the pulsed energy release in magnetic
reconnections, and their periodicity is basically determined by the quasi-periodic pulsations (QPPs) in the accompanying flares
(Nakariakov & Stepanov 2007; Shen & Liu 2012b; Yuan et al. 2013; Takasao & Shibata 2016; Qu et al. 2017; Nakariakov et al.
2018; Li et al. 2018b,a; Zhou et al. 2021, 2022b,a; Wang et al. 2022). The relationship between the QPPs and the MHD waves
can be found in review by Nakariakov & Melnikov (2009). In addition, Shen et al. (2013) proposed that the leakage of pressure-
driven photosphere oscillations to the corona should be one of the essential driving mechanisms. These divergences show that
there is no unified explanation for the driving mechanism of the narrow QFP wave trains. Therefore, more observational studies
are required to investigate their excitation mechanisms.

Although a few confident observations of narrow QFP waves have been reported in the literatures, adding new observations
is valuable for understanding their physical properties and theoretical modeling. In this paper, we report a QFP wave trains that
have a tight connection with the QPPs in the accompanying flare. The AIA images have a pixel size of 0.6 arcsec and a cadence
of 12 seconds. The soft X-ray fluxes recorded by the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) are used to
study the periods of the associated flare. To study the effect of the disturbance on the plasma temperature and the density during
the wave’s passage, we calculate the Differential Emission Measure (DEM) for optically thin emission lines from plasma in the
thermodynamics equilibrium. We perform seismology to estimate the magnetic field strength of the loop system. The primary
analysis results are presented in Sect.2. The discussion and the conclusion are given in Sect.3.

2. RESULTS

2.1. Determination of the waves parameters

The event occurred on 2011 November 11 in active region NOAA AR 11344. The waves were accompanied by a GOES
C4.2-class flare2, whose start and peak times were 06:11UT and 07:05 UT, respectively. The pre-eruption coronal environment
is displayed in Fig.1 (a), in which a cluster of funnel-like open loops was rooted in NOAA AR 11344 and extending southwest
of the disk limb. Three snapshots of 171 Å running difference images in Fig.1 (b)-(d) show the evolutions of the wave trains at
06:58:48 UT, 06:59:24 UT, and 07:00:24 UT, respectively, in which the green arrows mark the positions of the wavefronts. The
sector OAB with angle 16◦ outlined the loop system where the QFP wave trains propagate. These wave fronts are not observed
in other EUV images, suggesting a narrow temperature response range.

The QPPs are present in other EUV images. Here we only use the 131 Å light curve measured from the flaring kernel marked
with the black box in Fig.1 (a) to obtain the information of flare. Figure 2 (a) displays the GOES 1-8 Å flux curve (solid red
curve) and the intensity of the 131 Å light curve (solid blue curve). The similar trend of these two flux curves indicates no violent
solar eruption in other active regions during this period. Thus, the GOES flux here can reflect the energy releases of the interested
flare. Unfortunately, the Reuven Ramaty High-Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) did not observe during the flare.
We use the time derivative of GOES soft X-ray 1-8 Å flux as a proxy of the hard X-ray for the flare according to the Neupert
effect (Neupert 1968; Veronig et al. 2005; Ning & Cao 2010). We derived the GOES 1-8 Å flux’s time derivative and plotted the
result with the red dotted line in Fig.2 (a). From the time derivative curve, we can identify several distinct bumps, pointed with
black arrows, appearing in front and behind the impulsive phase. Generally, these bumps’ appearance may manifest the flare’s
periodic energy release process.

To analyze the evolution and kinematics of the wave trains, we made the time-distance stack plot (TDSP) using the AIA 171 Å
running-difference images along the axis OC of the sector OAB (see Fig.1 (b)-(d)). The result is shown in Fig.2 (b), where one
can find that the wave trains could be distinguished as three wave trains, i.e., Train-1, Train-2, and Train-3. The signals of waves
Train-1 and Train-3 are depicted by white slanted lines to highlight the boundary of wavefronts in the TDSP. Combining Fig.2 and
the animation of Fig.1, we can identify that the wave trains are correlated with the flaring energy releasing: The first bump arose
at about 06:36 UT, followed immediately by the occurrence of wave Train-1 with weak intensity; During the impulsive phase

2 https://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/goes/goes event listings/
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stage 06:48 UT-07:00 UT, representing the most energetic stage of energy releasing, Train-2, with multiple consecutive distinct
wavefronts, emanated from the active region; Although the signals of wave Train-3 were fragile (except the first wavefront), we
can also find that the start times of its wavefronts essentially were the same as that of the bumps during the delay phase stage.
Therefore, we infer that the energy released by the flare excited the QFP wave trains. The fluctuation of the time derivative curve
is a manifestation of the energy-releasing process below the flare due to the magnetic reconnection (Li et al. 2015a,b; Li & Chen
2022). Thus the wave trains and time derivative curve of the GOES 1-8 Å flux exhibit high correlations in start times as excepted.

Since the wave signal of Train-2 was more evident and strong, we mainly used it to investigate the kinematics characters of
the QFP wave trains. Figure 3 (a) shows the evolutional process of wave Train-2 in the running-difference images. Using the
quadratic to fit the brightened ridges, we got that the wave train’s mean speed and deceleration were about 1130±115 km s−1

and 2.6 m s−2, respectively. Figure 3 (b) shows the evolution pattern of the wave train extracted at 07:00 UT marked with the
red arrow in Fig.3 (a), in which the red dotted curve is the corresponding fitting result with a sine function, indicating that the
wavelength λ was about 44 Mm. Figure 3 (c) is a TDSP constructed along the same slice as Fig.3 (a), but using the base-ratio
AIA 171 Å images, used to obtain the amplitude information of the wave Train-2. Figure 3 (d) displays the wave train’s profiles
at distances marked with green crosses in Fig.3 (c). From the intensity profiles of the wave at different distances displayed in
Fig.3 (d), one can find that the interval between two troughs is 57 seconds, 40 seconds, 35 seconds, and 41 seconds, indicating the
average period of wave Train-2 was about 43 seconds. Meanwhile, the wave train’s max relative intensity was about 3% − 5%.
Using the same method, we get the mean speeds (relative intensity) of Train-1 and Train-3 were in the range of 1035-1180
km s−1 (2%-6%).

Following the method of DeForest (2004), Liu et al. (2011), and Liu et al. (2014), Fourier analysis is applied to the Train-2. We
extracted a three-dimensional data cube (x, y, t) from a time series of 171 Å running difference images for the FOV marked by the
white box in Fig.1 (d) during 06:50:00-07:03:48 UT. We then convert the data cube to the wavenumber-frequency (κ–ω) diagrams
via a three-dimensional Fourier transformation (as shown in Fig.3 (e)). A slanted ridge, representing the dispersion relation of
the wave train, can be identified clearly in the κ– ω diagram. This steep ridge can be fitted with a straight line passing through the
origin point, which gives an average phase speed (vph = ω/κ) and group speed (vgr = dω/dκ) of 1034±48 km s−1. This result
indicates that the wave train was non-dispersion. At the same time, the wavelength λ = 44 Mm gotten from the sinusoidal fits
(Fig.3 (b)) and the period P = 43 seconds estimated above gives the vph = λ/P =1046 km s−1, which is consistent with those
obtained from the TDSP (Fig.3 (b)) and κ − ω diagram (Fig.3 (e)). This result further shows that the observed wave trains were
non-dispersive in their corresponding AIA channel formation heights. Similar to the narrow QFP wave propagating along the
loop system (Liu et al. 2011) and the broad QFP wave train running in the solar corona (Zhou et al. 2022b).

To further examine the relationship between the flare and the wave trains, we analyze their periods using the Morelet wavelet
technique (Torrence & Compo 1998). As shown in Fig.4 (a), the wavelet power spectrum of the time derivative curve of GOES
1-8 Å reveals the presence of a series of periodicity signals with periods between 45±5 and 56±8 seconds throughout the flare
pulsation phase. Their distribution in time is consistent with that of the bumps in the time derivative curve of GOES 1-8 Å
in Fig.2 (a). Since the wave signals of Train-1 and Train-3 were relatively weak, the signal of Train-2, with a period of 55±9
seconds from 6:54 UT to 7:00 UT, dominates the wavelet power spectrum, which is different from that of the distributions of the
time derivative curve of GOES 1-8 Å in the wavelet spectrum. The similar periods between the pulsation flare and the QFP wave
trains indicate that these two phenomena are possibly excited by the same physical mechanism. The periods are estimated based
on the global power of the wavelet spectrum. The period in Fig.3 was obtained by fitting a finite number of brighter ridges, while
the wavelet analysis analyzed the full fluctuation signal. Therefore the two have some differences. The periods obtained by both
approaches are essentially similar when the uncertainties of wavelet analysis are taken into account.

2.2. Plasma Diagnostics

Next, we calculate the Differential Emission Measure (DEM) to investigate the plasma temperature and density of the loop
system during the passage of the wave train. This inversion code, developed by Hannah & Kontar (2012)), combines the almost
simultaneous observations of six AIA EUV channels (131 Å, 94 Å, 335 Å, 211 Å, 193 Å, and 171 Å), enabling an estimate to be
made of the emission measure of the interested region. The DEM is defined as

DEM(T ) = n2
e(T )

dh
dT

, (1)

where ne is the number density dependent on the temperature T along the line of sight. Following Cheng et al. (2012b);
Vanninathan et al. (2015), the average temperature and density can be defined as,

T̄ =

∫
T DEM(T )TdT∫
T DEM(T )dT

(2)
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Figure 1. Panel (a) shows the initial coronal condition of the eruption source region using the AIA/SDO 171 Å direct images. The AIA/SDO
171 Å running difference images in panels (b)-(c) show the snapshot of the QFP wave trains at three different times, in which the green arrows
indicate the wave fronts. The axis OC of sector OAB (width 16◦) is used to obtain TDSP to trace the evolutions of the wave trains, and the
resultant TDSP is shown in Fig.2 (a). The white box in panel (d) marks the region for Fourier analysis in Section 2.1. An animation of panels
(b)-(d) is available. The animation covers 06:30:24 UT-07:29:48 UT with a 12 seconds cadence. The animation duration is 10 seconds. (An
animation of this figure is available.)

and

n̄ =

√∫
T DEM(T )dT

h
, (3)

respectively, where h is the column height of emitting plasma along the line of sight taken as 8 Mm (the average value of
Miao et al. 2021). Figure 5 (a) displays an example of a DEM map at temperature ranges from 3.0 MK to 3.5 MK at 06:59:26
UT, showing increased values in the kernel of the active region, with lower values in the quiet-Sun region. To quantify the effect
of the wave trains on the plasma, we chose a small region (highlighted with a red box in Fig.5 (a) ) in the wave propagation path
to examine the temporal variation of temperature and density due to the passage of the wave. The DEM-derived temperature
and density were estimated using Equations 2 and 3, and the results are shown in Fig.5 (b). Both the temperature and density of
the plasma behave as expected, exhibiting an increase of 1.2% and 0.03% above the pre-event as a result of the passage of the
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Figure 2. Panel (a) displays the GOES 1 – 8 Å X-ray flux curve, its time derivative curve, and normalized AIA 131 Å light flux curve within
the eruption source region outlined by the black box in Fig.1 (a). Panel (b) is the TDSP obtained from the AIA 171 Å running-difference images
along the slice OC shown in Fig.1, in which the three green boxes labeled with Train-1, Train-2, and Train-3 point to the locations of the wave
trains, while the white horizontal dashed line marks the position for extracting the signals for wavelet analysis in Section 2.1.

wave train, respectively. Similar variations have been reported in previous works about large-scale EUV waves (Long et al. 2019,
2021; Hou et al. 2022; Zhou et al. 2022b). The almost 40-fold difference between these two physical quantities suggests that the
change in image intensity is more sensitive to the density variation than to the temperature (Zhukov 2011).

2.3. Determination of magnetic field and energy

Considering the speed of the QFP wave trains was about 1130±115 km s−1, which is significantly faster than the typical sound
speed (cs =

√
ΥKBT/mp ≈ 0.12T [K]1/2 ≈ 90 km s−1 ) in the 0.6 MK (peak response temperature of the 171 Å channel). Thus the

fast-mode magnetosonic wave speed v f =

√
v2

A + c2
s is approximately equal to the Alfvén speed vA. The magnetic field strength

could be written as B ≈ vA
√

4πρ = v f
√

4πµmpn, where µ (0.6) is the mean molecular weight in the corona, mp (1.67 × 10−24g)
is the proton mass, and n is the total particle number density. According to Priest (1982), n is often taken as 1.92ne. The ne is
taken here as around 3.44 × 108cm−3, derived from DEM before the QFP wave arrival. Given that the wave trains propagated at
the fast-magnetosonic speed, i.e., v f = vph =1130±115 km s−1, and taking it into the above formula, the magnetic field strength
is estimated as B >10 Gauss. This value is in the range explored by Miao et al. (2021) using the extrapolation method.

The energy flux F of the QFP wave trains can be calculated by employing F = 1
2ρv2

amvgr ≈
1
2ρv2

amvph, where vam is the
disturbance amplitude of the locally perturbed plasma. Considering the relationship that the emission intensity is proportional to
the square of the plasma density, i.e., I ∝ ρ2 in the optically thin corona, and using vam/vph > δρ/ρ = δI/(2I), the energy flux
can be rearranged as F > 1

8ρv3
ph( δI

I )2 (Liu et al. 2011; Ofman & Liu 2018; Shen et al. 2022a). If we take the phase speed and the
relative amplitude of the wave trains are about vph =1100 km s−1 and 3 % (these two values are the average of Train1-3), and use
the mean number density ne ≈ 3.44 × 108cm−3, we obtain a lower limit value of the energy flux of the wave trains in the present
case, i.e., F > 1.2 × 105erg · cm−2s−1.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we studied QFP wave trains with a speed of about 1100 km s−1 confined in a funnel loop system with an angle
of 16◦ and found that: (1) They have a tight correlation with the accompanying flare. (i) Employing the AIA images and GOES
flux data, we find the onsets of the wave trains were synchronized with the energy-releasing of the flare. (ii) The wave periods
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Figure 3. Panel (a) is an enlargement of the wave Train-2 shown in Fig.2. Panel (b) shows the wavefront profile at times marked by the red
arrow in panel (a). The red dotted curve results from fitting the wave profile using the harmonic function, which shows the wavelength of 44
Mm. Panel (c) is the same as panel (a) but for base-ratio images. Panel (d) displays the horizontal slices at the selected distance in panel (c),
i.e., temporal profiles of intensity base ratio at locations marked by the green cross signs. Successive curves at greater distances are shifted
upward, and the periods between two slanted lines used to trace the troughs of the wavefronts are listed in the Figure. Panel (e) shows the κ –ω
diagrams obtained from the Fourier analysis of a three-dimensional data cube of 171 Å running difference images during 6:50:00 UT-07:03:48
UT, whose spatial dimension is indicated by the white box in Fig.1(d). The uncertainties in panels (a) and (e) are estimated by making the fit
ten times.

were in good agreement with the observed flare. (2). Using the Fourier analysis, we find that the wave trains have identical
phase speed and group speed, indicating that the wave trains were non-dispersion waves. (3). Based on the DEM estimation,
we find that both the density and the temperature of the loop system increased after the passage of wave trains, which might
indicate the heating of coronal plasma due to the compression of the wave trains. In addition, we estimated the wave’s energy
flux (F ≈ 1.2 × 105erg · cm−2s−1) and the magnetic field strength (B ≈ 10 Gauss) of the coronal loops. Considering these
results together, we believe that the wave trains under study should be excited by the QPP of the flare instead of attributed to the
waveguide dispersion.

Studying the narrow QFP wave trains is of particular importance in solar physics since this can provide insights into the physical
nature of the disturbances as well as into the possible generation mechanisms. Generally, the generation mechanism of the narrow
QFP wave train is diverse. However, the most likely relevant mechanisms are the pulsed energy release in magnetic reconnections
(Liu et al. 2011; Shen & Liu 2012b; Yuan et al. 2013; Li et al. 2018b,a) and the dispersive evolution of an impulsive broadband
perturbation (Murawski & Roberts 1993; Pascoe et al. 2017; Shen et al. 2018c).
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Figure 4. Periodicity analysis for the associated flare pulsation and the narrow QFP wave train. The yellow curve in panel (a) is the time
derivative signal of GOES 1-8 Å X-ray flux after subtracting its 120 seconds smoothed intensity profile, while the yellow curve in panel (b) is
the smoothed intensity profile along the horizontal white dashed line shown in Fig.2 (b). Their corresponding wavelet spectrums are displayed
in panels (a) and (b). In each spectrum, the dotted line in global power indicates the 95% significance level, and the green horizontal dashed
line marks the period. The corresponding periods P are also listed in the Figure. The uncertainty of each period is estimated by the FWHM of
each peak on the global power curve. The cross-hatched areas overlaid on the wavelet spectrum indicate the cone influence region due to the
edge effect of the data.

1. It is logical for the flare driving mechanism because the flare can launch a freely propagating blast wave train by generating
an episodic pressure pulse intrinsic to magnetic reconnection (Vršnak & Lulić 2000; Vršnak & Cliver 2008). Thus the
period is always similar to that of the flare (Shen et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2022b,a, 2021). Observations in this study support
this suggestion since that (i) the start time of the wave train were found to correlate in beginning time with the flare energy
releasing, (ii) the wavelet analysis shows that the wave trains and the flare share common periods of about 45-56 seconds.
Meanwhile, the wave’s intensity (amplitude) is determined by the released energy of the flare; that is, the wave excited in
the impulsive phase usually has a stronger intensity, which is also reflected in the present case.

2. The narrow QFP wave train is always constrained to propagate along open or closed coronal loops, indicating the presence
of waveguides. Fast magnetoacoustic waves undergo geometric dispersion in the waveguide, which leads to localized
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Figure 5. Panel (a) shows the average temperature in the 3.0-3.5 MK using the regularized inversion technique developed by Hannah & Kontar
(2012). Panel (b) displays the variation in temperature and density in the region marked by the red rectangle in panel (a) using Equations 2 and
3. The percentage increase in density and temperature due to the wave’s passage are listed in the Figure.

perturbations developing into QFP wave trains, as pointed out by Roberts et al. (1983, 1984). Numerical simulations
performed by Pascoe et al. (2013, 2014) sustain this perspective. A distinctive feature of these guided waves is that they
will exhibit decreasing periods, resulting in the characteristic “tadpole” wavelet spectral signature (Nakariakov et al. 2004,
2005), where a narrowband tail precedes a broadband head. However, the present study did not identify the expected
dispersive evolution with decreasing periods. In the κ –ω diagrams, the dispersion relations of the wave trains are exhibited
as bright, nearly straight ridges passing through the origin, which demonstrates that the propagation of the wave train has
the same phase and group speed with a value of about 1034±48 km s−1. These two speeds were consistent with the phase
speed obtained from TDSP (1130±115 km s−1) and the formula vph = λ/P (1046 km s−1). Therefore, we speculate that
these wave trains should be excited by the intermittent energy releases rather than the dispersive mechanism. In addition,
the leakage of pressure-driven p−modes oscillation from the photosphere and chromosphere into the corona (Shen & Liu
2012b), slow-mode magnetosonic waves leaking from the 3-minute chromospheric sunspot oscillations (Sych et al. 2009),
the magnetic reconnection between the loop system (Kumar et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018b; Shen et al. 2022a), the eruption of
the magnetic flux rope (Shen et al. 2018b; Wang et al. 2020), the successive stretching of magnetic field structrues (Shen
et al. 2018d; Sun et al. 2022), as well as the jet (Shen et al. 2018a; Duan et al. 2022) are both thought to be candidate
drivers of QFP wave trains.

The source region was located at ≈ S20◦, and the wave propagated toward the southwest. As a result, it is necessary to account
for the influence of foreshortening effects, and thus the column height of emitting plasma h here we taken a mean value of the
previous work (Miao et al. 2021), where the active region in their study was located near the center of the solar disk. However,
the uncertainty remain can not be ignore, after all, the used h is not the real value of the current event. It is true that both the
density and temperature increase when the wave trains passage, although lower than that of the broad QFP wave train in previous
observation (cf: Zhou et al. 2022b). In particular, the density increase first, followed by temperature (see also Long et al. 2019),
which indicates that it needs some time for adiabatic compression to cause temperature rise (Schrijver et al. 2011; Downs et al.
2012). After the wave trains’ passage, the plasma’s temperature and density gradually decrease, which may be caused by the
thinning of the magnetic field lines in the funnel due to the wave perturbation.
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Based on a survey by (Shen et al. 2022b), we find that the energy flux carried by narrow QFP wave trains (0.1-4×105erg ·
cm−2s−1 ) is significantly smaller than that of the broad QFP wave trains (10-19×105erg · cm−2s−1). The energy flux, about
1.2 × 105erg · cm−2s−1, of current wave trains is a typical value of the narrow QFP wave train. Generally, the energy densities
of the waves depend on their speeds in the respective media and the incident angle, among other quantities (Liu & Ofman 2014).
Both the narrow and broad QFP wave trains are tightly associated with the flare. However, the energy level of flares does not
seem to be the critical physical condition for determining to excite which kind of wave trains (see Table 1 of Shen et al. 2022b).
Therefore, the underlying cause of the difference in energy flux density between broad and narrow waves remains an open
question. Namely, the question of which physical conditions excite broad and which excite narrow waves is still unanswered.

To conclude, the excellent spatial and temporal resolution of the SDO data presented here allows us to understand better
the physical properties of the narrow QFP wave train, which are important for mode inputs and constraints. The origin of the
narrow QFP wave trains remains subtle. Therefore, more numerical simulations and observational examples are required to fully
understand the wave generation, evolution, and effect on the coronal plasma.
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